2019 Youth Camp Electives
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Woodshop (Part 1)
Do you love to build
and work with your
hands? This elective
will give you the chance
to develop your skills
and assemble a fine
piece of woodwork!

Woodshop
(Part 2)
Continuation of part
1 from Monday.

Chess
Ever wanted to learn how to
play chess? Think you can
beat everyone in your age
category? Learn the fundamentals and put them to use
in a winner takes all tournament.

Woodshop &
Gardening
(Part 1)
Every day woodworking. In day one
of this project you
will build a plantar
box in the woodshop.

Woodshop &
Gardening
(Part 2)
Day two will be completing and staining
the box and finishing
by adding a plant

Culinary Creations
Develop your tasty talents in this one-off
elective. The best part?
You get to eat what you
make!
(Different food item
than Friday)

Band Session
Interesting in learning
what it takes to play
music with a band?
Taught by experienced musicians
preparing you to have
the teamwork and
timing you need.

The Mechanic’s Special (Pt 1)
Ever wondered how to jack
up a car? Take a tire off?
Work on an engine? In this
class you will get hands on
experiences to work on real
cars and engines.

The Mechanic’s
Special (Pt 2)
A continuation of
day one where you
will use the
knowledge from part
1 to compete as the
best mechanic.

Culinary Creations
Develop your tasty
talents in this one-off
elective. The best
part? You get to eat
what you make!
(Different food item
than Tuesday)

Road Hockey
Stick-handling, passing,
positions, shooting – all
essentials for the game.
Get the know-how here
and then compete!

Bottle Rockets
Just what it sounds
like! Transform regular household supplies into some of the
most amazing space
rockets ever! Maybe
even set new records!
Designer’s Studio
Learn and practice
artistic skills for
designing and
composing beautiful
works of art in this
creative elective.

Bottle Rockets
Identical project to previous
elective. Maybe even beat the
previous classes records!

Biking
Ready to hit the
trails? You won’t
want to miss this
great chance to explore!
(Bike and helmet
required)

Ultimate Frisbee
What could be more
ultimate than frisbee? In this elective,
you’ll learn the skills
and strategies needed for this fast-paced
game!

Insta-hike
Like hiking the trails? This
relaxed elective will allow you
to get that perfect Instagram
pic you’ve always wanted!
(phone/iPod/iPad suggested not required. You can
always walk!)

Hairstyling
French braid, fish
braid, 4 strand braid
and more! Come
learn how to take
care of your hair and
be creative with it.

Nail Art
This elective gives you
the chance be creative with painting &
decorating your
fingernails!

Picture This!
Lots of people take
pictures but few
capture moments.
Learn the difference in
this elective.
(Digital camera, iPod,
iPad, or phone
required)

